FRANCE:
The last of the German troops holding out in the city of Aachen gave themselves up at noon today. American First Army troops have taken about 11,000 prisoners since they started their attacks on the city. American casualties were much lighter than expected. This was undoubtedly due to the fact that the German Army and the Nazi Party quarreled about whether or not the civilians of Aachen should be evacuated or not. The Army wanted the civilians evacuated and the Nazis would not allow it and in the resulting confusion, the American troops benefited immeasurably. The troops that fought in the city are now free to join other First Army troops to the east of Aachen. An American correspondent said that the whole of the city is "just a pile of rubble." Canadian troops have launched a new attack to the north of Antwerp in an effort to clear the approaches to the port. Late reports say that the Canadians have gained several miles along the Antwerp-Breda road.

TROOPS OF THE FIRST FRENCH ARMY have continued their gains in the foothills of the Vosges Mountains. French authorities have now taken over control of a large zone of the interior in France including Paris.

RUSSIA:
The Russian radio said today that Russian forces had breached the German line at the east Russian border at yet another place. According to the Germans, the Red Army has broken through at three different places along the east Russian border in the past seven days. Moscow radio has remained silent about the east Russian situation. Russian and Yugoslav forces have liberated Belgrade, the capital of Yugoslavia. Marshall Tito in his order of the day said that not only Russian and Partisan forces captured this city but that men from all over Yugoslavia had come to help in the siege of this city. In the 7 day battle, more than 7,000 prisoners were taken. A German relief column attempting to break through to this city was surrounded and wiped out. South of Belgrade, Soviet and Yugoslav forces have made sweeping gains and street fighting is reported to be going on in Krusevac, the largest armament city in Yugoslavia.

The large city of Debreczen in Hungary has now been officially captured by the Russians. The political unrest in Hungary continues to grow worse. The Germans admitted today that there is a railroad strike going on in Hungary and the Germans say that they have given the workers until tomorrow to go back to work.

ENGLAND:
The largest convoy ever to cross the Atlantic from America to England has docked. There were 167 ships in the convoy carrying 1,000,000 tons of cargo. The Germans sent flying bombs against southern England early this morning. The Moscow talks have ended "in an atmosphere of the utmost confidence in the future progress of allied operations on all fronts." Important headway was made towards solving the Polish problem.

ITALY:
Troops of the British Eighth Army are now fighting in the Po Valley and are about halfway between Alimini and Ravenna. American Fifth Army troops are within nine miles of Bolonia.

GENERAL MACARTHUR said today that American troops have consolidated all of their bridgeheads on Leyte Island in the Philippines and were driving inland on all sectors. Loses so far are "exceedingly light." More troops and supplies have been pouring ashore. It is reported that 250,000 Yank troops and over 600 ships are taking part in the operations.
PACIFIC CONTINUED:

THE MAIN JAP AIRFIELD AT THE NORTHERN END OF THE ISLAND IS REPORTED TO BE IN AMERICAN HANDS. GENERAL MACARTHUR SAID THAT HE EXPECTS A MAJOR JAPANESE COUNTER-ATTACK SOON. THE PEOPLE OF CHINA, WHO ARE UNDER TERRIFIC PRESSURE FROM THE JAPS RIGHT NOW, WERE TREMENDOUSLY RELIEVED BY THE LANDINGS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

AUSTRALIA HAS SENT TWO CRUISERS AND 90% OF HER SMALLER SHIPS TO TAKE PART IN THE PHILIPPINE LANDING OPERATIONS. IT WAS STATED TODAY THAT UNITS OF THE BRITISH FAR EASTERN FLEET HEAVILY BOMBED THE NICOBAR ISLANDS OFF THE COAST OF BURMA THE EARLY PART OF THIS WEEK. THE BRITISH FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY SAID TODAY THAT A VAST BRITISH FLEET IS ON ITS WAY TO FAR EASTERN WATERS TO TAKE PART IN THE WAR AGAINST THE JAPS. MR. FORRESTAL, THE U.S. NAVY SECRETARY SAID YESTERDAY THAT "OTHER BLOWS IN THE PACIFIC WOULD TAKE PLACE IN RAPID SEQUENCE." HE SAID THAT THE AMERICAN NAVY IN THE PACIFIC HAS SEVERAL TIMES THE POWER OF THE JAP FLEET AND THAT THE JAPS "WILL BE HIT PLenty AND OFTEN NOW."

BRITISH FOURTEENTH TROOPS ARE MOVING 15 MILES PAST TIDDL IN BURMA.
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I JUST INTRODUCED THEM, BUT THEY STILL DON'T BELIEVE IT.